1. REQUEST MCS RECONSIDER REF A GUIDANCE FOLLOWING REASONS
   A. PGT INVESTIGATION ALREADY UNDERWAY AND NEED REF B DIVERSION URGENT BASIS ACCORDING LINLUCK O
   B. LINLUCK PAST CHAMPIONING JNE COBB AND KNOWN VERY CLOSE RELATIONSHIP MAKES HIM SUSPECT ON GROUNDS INDISCRETION IF NOT WORSE WHICH CURRENT PARTY INVESTIGATION HER MAY LEAD MORE VALID BASIS SUSPICION LINLUCK O
   C. NATURAL TO ASSUME GUAT GOVT INTERROGATION CAPTURED 13 NOV GROUP WILL BY INDIVIDUALS WITH INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS NOT KNOWN OTHERS. LATER DENIAL BY THESE INDIVIDUALS OF BREAKING UNDER INTERROGATION STANDARD EXPECTED PROCEDURE AND DOES NOT RELIEVE ANY OF THEM OF PARTY SUSPICION AFTER BEING UNDER RIGID GUAT GOVT CONTROL
   D. NEITHER CONFIRMATION NOR DENIAL INFO GIVEN PUBLICITY WILL LEAD BACK TO LINLUCK AS INFORMANT SINCE IMMEDIATE LOGICAL SUSPICION LINLUCK O

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
FALLS ON CAPTURED GROUP FIRST. VERY FACT LINLUC IN HIGHLY VULNERABLE
POSITION AS ORGANIZER AND ARMS PENCILER IN HIS FAVOR.
2. STATION CONSIDERS NOT ADVISABLE DELAY POSITIVE ACTION PER REF.
5 THIS MATTER WHILE AWAITING POSSIBLE BUT UNDETERMINED CAPABILITY
QUICKLY INFLUENCE LEGITIMATE INTERROGATION ALONG LINES DESIRED
BY US. WHILE LEGITIMATE INTERROGATION PROCEEDING SO IS PARTY
INVESTIGATION TO FIND LEAKS AND QUITE POSSIBLE PARTY WILL PROCEED
MORE RAPIDLY AND WITH DAMAGING RESULTS THIS OPERATION.
3. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAT LINLUC CABLES.
**INASMUCH AS LINLUC IS LONG RANGE PROJECT, MUST BE PREPARED FOR DAY WHEN ONE
OF CAPTURED GROUP WILL BE RELEASED AND HE IN POSITION TO CONFIRM OR DENT INFO
GIVEN PUBLICITY.